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MERIDIAN AUDIO FOR EVERYONE
Meridian believes that the listener should feel every emotion. It’s this experience that shapes not
just the company’s philosophy but its whole approach to innovation in the home technology sector.
At the heart of this innovation is Digital Signal Processing (DSP). DSP Technology within Meridian
products is responsible for the delivery of pristine, hi-res audio for a range of home cinema and
media room applications.
Perfect for theatres, distributed audio and music systems, Meridian’s DSP loudspeakers deliver a
powerful, authentic audio performance in any room size thanks to a range of built-in technologies
that ensure great sounding, reliable audio, every time.
Immersive in-ceiling and in-wall options
Meridian’s in-wall/in-ceiling DSP320 loudspeaker combines premium audio performance with
discreet, unobtrusive installation. Its compact enclosure, measuring just 100mm deep and 300mm
square, makes it perfect for mounting in a wall or ceiling with easy installation and precise
positioning. As a Digital Active Loudspeaker, the DSP320 contains two powerful 80W class amplifiers
for wide-range and bass drivers, meaning that no external amplification equipment needs to be
installed. This leaves more space available for other systems and reduces any unnecessary heat in
the rack.
The DSP320 also features Meridian’s Enhanced Bass Alignment (EBA) and Centre Elevation
technologies, delivering exceptional bass and full-range audio performance. The result is a perfectly
aligned, immersive audio experience where all ranges of sound reach the listener at one time.
Designed for use in home theatres, media rooms, marine and commercial installations, the DSP320
is the perfect partner for Meridian’s floor-standing loudspeakers.

Meanwhile, Meridian’s DSP640 and DSP520 in-wall digital active loudspeakers provide equally
discreet, high-quality audio performance from a compact system. Requiring only a 100mm mounting
depth, the DSP640 is the perfect in-wall music or movie solution that delivers wide sound dispersion
and the minimum unwanted diffraction. Its internal 100W and 150W power amplifiers deliver widerange and bass audio, and Centre Elevation technology for an incredibly lifelike cinema experience.
Special Edition Sound
Meridian’s renowned DSP8000 Special Edition digital active loudspeakers are the go-to product for
superior quality sound. Providing a statement solution for advanced media rooms and reference
level listening spaces in the home, the DSP8000SE delivers a phenomenal performance. These high
quality speakers contain integral DAC’s, pre-amplifiers, power amplifiers and built-in high efficiency
digital crossovers.
The ingenious, yet elegant, design means that the loudspeaker enclosure contains the entire
system’s electronics. They are also controlled remotely, which means no unsightly speaker cables or
obtrusive wiring. The DSP8000SE represents the pinnacle of Meridian’s expertise in design aesthetic,
high quality build and fantastic sound.

Enhanced M6 Available Now
The award-winning M6 Digital Loudspeaker incorporates high performance amplifiers and a sleek,
cylindrical design to complement any interior design scheme. It features Enhanced Boundary Control
to eliminate bass boom, and a wide dispersion pattern to create superb, natural sound that can be
enjoyed from any position.
With a revised and improved cabinet resin, the enhanced M6 digital active loudspeaker will be
shipping from October. It will be available as a single loudspeaker with the addition of a ‘mono’
mode developed from the work undertaken on the DSP320. A single M6 provides a superb, discrete
room-filling option when partnered with the Meridian 218 Zone Controller.
Designed and manufactured in the UK, all Meridian’s DSP loudspeakers are the perfect addition to
the modern interior setting whilst still providing a flawless sound solution for home cinema and
media room applications. Featuring an unmatched range of innovative technologies, Meridian
loudspeakers guarantee the best possible immersive audio experience for all, in any application.
For more information on Meridian’s range of loudspeakers, visit www.meridian.co.uk.
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Meridian Audio Contacts:
For further information, please contact: Rayner Sheridan at rayner.sheridan@meridian.co.uk or
Katy Bradshaw at katy.bradshaw@meridian.co.uk
PR Contacts for Custom Installation:
Please contact: Shereen Russell or Melissa Baker at Wildwood Public Relations
shereen.russell@wildwoodpr.com or melissa.baker@wildwoodpr.com
ABOUT MERIDIAN AUDIO
Since 1977, Meridian Audio has been crafting innovative, elegant, high performance audio solutions.
From its compact DSP loudspeakers with integrated amplification, to its user-friendly music
management platform, Sooloos, Meridian delivers easy to install, high resolution audio systems for
home cinemas and whole home solutions. Meridian Audio are also official distributors of Display
Technologies, Barco Residential and Cinema Acoustic Treatment System Products. Together we are
able to offer the ultimate home cinema experience. The Meridian Audio experience is now also
available in the latest models from Jaguar Land Rover, thanks to a collaborative partnership between
these two leaders of British innovation and engineering. Learn more at www.meridian-audio.com.
Follow Meridian on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and You Tube @MeridianAudio.

